Welcome to the magical world
of The Shape Shifter
This is mental and emotional mastery with a huge awareness of how the choices you make
affect everyone and everything. Being positioned in the centre of the Di!Mond Map, the
Shape-Shifter can spot thought processes that lead to specific MindSets.
The Shape-Shifter:
! Loves themself (not in a narcissistic or egotistical way) in a way in which appreciates
and honours every aspect of their being.
! Lives a magical life, in the flow with everything and everyone, living with joy and
gratitude
! Has learned to manoeuvre the 4 Di!Mond MindSets, with a higher perspective on
life (able to see the bigger picture from their central vantage point, represented by
centre of the 5th Di!Mond which makes up the 4 MindSets) where they are able to
live in the NOW moment.
! Has a deep implicit knowing that they create their own reality and are responsible for
ALL that shows up in their life
! Has a deep implicit knowing that they have free will, having made contracts with
other souls before they came into this lifetime of the type of experiences they would
attract, opportunities for growth.
! Recognises that they have (at some level) chosen all experiences, for the learning,
growth and return to their essence and so welcome them as opportunities for
remembering who they are.
! Is aware of life as an amazing adventure, and confidently partake of experiences,
viewing what others perceive as ‘failures’ or ‘mistakes’ as learning - an essential part
of their success story.
! Knows who they are - what they want - achieving life mastery from this 5D
perspective – life is amazing!
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! Can easily let go of all things that: no longer serve them; have restricted them;
involve struggle and/or sacrifice (except joyful sacrifice), whilst accepting perfection/
intelligence in all things.
! With self-love and openness, recognise and appreciate all gifts even when they come
in unsuspecting or unusual packaging
If this does not sound like you, then you can know you’re on the verge of experiencing
yourself in this ‘space’ and a personal debrief is highly recommended where your individual
scores can be reviewed to see what’s preventing from you from experiencing yourself as the
Shape-Shifter.
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